A new scrambled gene in the ciliate Uroleptus.
In the germline micronucleus of spirotrichous ciliates, the gene segments, or macronuclear destined sequences (MDSs), that give rise to the somatic macronucleus are interrupted by internal eliminated sequences (IESs). For some genes, the MDSs are not arranged sequentially, but rather are scrambled, in the micronucleus. Three scrambled genes have been extensively studied in many species: actin I, alpha-telomere binding protein, and DNA polymerase alpha. However, in the past decade, no new scrambled genes have been reported, and the prevalence of scrambled genes is still an important question. To screen for scrambled genes, we completely sequenced 11 macronuclear chromosomes in the spirotrich Uroleptus sp., and then pursued their micronuclear organization. This allowed us to identify new scrambled genes, which also display novel features. In this study we describe one of these newly discovered scrambled genes. This gene, tentatively named USG1 (Unknown Scrambled Gene 1), encodes a putative protein of 1016 aa. While the function of this protein product is not clear, dN/dS calculated from the two alleles suggests the encoded protein is under purifying selection. USG1 consists of 16 germline MDSs, of which 14 are located on one locus. The other locus, which is at least 3 kb away from the main locus, contains two scrambled MDSs separated by a nonscrambled IES. Curiously, one MDS and its outgoing (3') pointer (direct repeat) overlap intron splice sites, indicating that these DNA sequences may be under dual (or multiple) constraints. Our findings identify a new scrambled gene in the micronuclear genome of a spirotrichous ciliate, and suggest that even more complicated structures may be present.